Help RI Law: Rhode Island Legal Services

Legal help and representation for low-income individuals in Rhode Island

www.helprilaw.org

Donate To RILS

YOUR DONATIONS HELP PROVIDE SERVICES

Our mission is to provide legal representation to low-income people for the purpose of improving their economic and human condition by protecting and enforcing legal rights;

- stabilizing the family unit;
- promoting self reliance;
- reaching out to groups with added burdens on their access to the legal system and
- affording dignity to people

Please HELP NOW to support this important work.

To find other ways you can help, please contact Nicola Carrara, Executive Assistant at ncarrara@rils.org

Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc. is funded in part by the Legal Services Corporation ("LSC"). As a condition of the funding received from LSC, Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc. is restricted in certain activities in all its legal work, including work supported by other funding sources. Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc. may not expend any funds for any activity prohibited by the Legal Services Corporation Act, 42 U.S.C §2996 et. seq. or by Public Law 104-134. Public Law 104—234 §504(d) required that notice of these restrictions be given to all funders or programs funded by the Legal Services Corporation. For a copy of these laws or any further information, please contact: Robert M. Barge, Executive Director, Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc., 56 Pine Street, Suite 400, Providence, Rhode Island 02903; Tel. 401.274.2652.

Our Privacy Statement

This Privacy Policy governs https://www.rils.org and certain electronic communications sent out by Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc. This website is owned and operated by Rhode Island Legal Services, Inc. for the benefit of its members and other visitors interested in our services. We collect data on our Donation page and try to protect your privacy and security. We will never sell your data.